
can be understood as follows. The triangular and square lattice tilings require that

its constituents be edge-to-edge. From an entropic standpoint, there are an infinite

number of tilings by arbitrarily translating rows or columns of triangles and squares.

The self-assembly of edge-edge ATs at finite density implies that there is a free en-

ergy di↵erence between aligned and misaligned states. Free energy calculations were

performed to quantify the e↵ect of alignment on the free energy. The e↵ect of density

and shape were explored (Figures 3.6a,b). For dense fluids of hard triangles (Figure

3.6a,b), there is a free energy di↵erence between the aligned and misaligned state of

1.2kBT. Above and near the crystallization packing fraction (⇢=0.75) the free energy

di↵erence increases to 2.5kBT. The increase in free energy at high packing fraction

penalizes misalignments and drives the system to the (36) AT. On the other hand,

the degree of faceting has an inverse e↵ect on the free energy. As the number of facets

increases, a polygon behaves more like a disk. Indeed we observe that the directional

entropic forces lose directionality for increased faceting. Directional entropic forces

weaken considerably with the number of facets since they arise from a drive toward

dense local packing, and the local packing becomes less dense as the number of facets

increases. van Anders et al. (2013a) For example, the hard triangle has an entropic

penalty of 2.5kBT for misalignment, whereas at the same density the dodecagon has

an entropic penalty of only 0.3kBT. For the ATs with degenerate ground states, such

as the (36) and (44) ATs, directional entropic forces explain the preferential edge-

edge alignment of the assemblies. They also explain the thermodynamic stability of

the (3.123) and (63) Archimedean tiling at finite packing fractions. As a final note,

we observed that the inclusion of attractive patchy interactions does not inhibit the

formation of any of these four ATs.
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Figure 3.6: . E↵ect of shape on the e↵ective free energy di↵erence at fixed density.

The blue line overlaid on top of the triangles shows the free energy gain
by aligning the edges of the shapes. We show the free energy di↵erence
as a function of the misalignment factor f. The free energy gain for edge-
edge alignment is 2.5kBT for triangles, 1.1kBT for square, 0.6kBT for
hexagons, and 0.2kBT for dodecagons.
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3.5.2 Symmetric Enthalpic Interactions

We find that entropy alone is insu�cient to assemble the remaining ATs, and

enthalpic interactions must be included. In these cases, enthalpy biases the free

energy to promote edge-edge binding, and can stabilize open structures that would

not be possible with purely entropic forces.

Like the (3.123) AT, the (4.82) AT can be most easily assembled using only oc-

tagons, and treating the square tiles as pores. However, because hard octagons favor

a hexagonal crystal structure (Figure 3.7a), attraction between nanoplate edges is re-

quired to stabilize the AT. The hexagonal crystal structure has misaligned edge-edge

bonds with an entropic penalty of 0.5kBT per edge at ⇢ � 0.8. The two barriers to

entropic self-assembly of the (4.82) AT with hard octagons are packing constraints

and the coordination of this semi-regular tiling. At ⇢0.8284, the (4.82) AT cannot

self-assemble due to particle overlaps. At lower packing fractions, the free energy

penalty for misalignment is 0.2 kBT. Two-thirds of the edge-edge octagons are 50%

misaligned, while the remaining bonds are aligned in the hexagonal crystal structure.

The hexagonal crystal structure exhibits a higher coordination (6 nearest neighbor

bonds) as compared to the truncated square AT (4 nearest neighbor bonds), which

compensates for the entropic penalty due to misalignments. The partial misalign-

ments of the hexagonal crystal structure are entropically favored to the aligned edge-

edge bonds of the (4.82) Archimedean tiling due to the e↵ect of coordination and

packing constraints. In simple terms, the ideal (4.82) Archimedean crystalline struc-

ture with regular octagons has a packing fraction of 0.8284. This value is below the

maximum packing fraction of hard regular octagons, which tend to form the hexag-

onal structure. Consequently, we anticipate attractive interactions are needed to

stabilize the (4.82) AT. Indeed, by adding short-ranged attractive patches of strength

to each edge of the octagon, we find the (4.82) AT robustly self-assembles (Figure

7b). Binary mixtures of octagons and squares with attractive patches also form this
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Figure 3.7: Hard vs. symmetrically attractive octagons. (a) Hard octagons (upper-
right inset) assemble into a hexagonal crystal structure. (b) Symmet-
ric attractive octagons (upper-right inset) form the defect-free (4.82) AT
where the squares are treated as pores. Both snapshots are accompanied
by a di↵raction pattern showing long-range order. (c) Truncated square
tiling formed from octagons and squares with symmetric attractive in-
teractions in a 1:2 mixture ratio. Excess squares formed the (44) square
tiling upon further annealing.

semiregular AT (Figure 3.7c). It is interesting to note that the AT forms without the

perfect stoichiometric ratio of tiles. The excess squares form the (44) AT. This result

is important because experiments will not be constrained by stoichiometry in seeking

the (4.82) AT. (Figure 3.7c)

3.5.3 Shape Specific Enthalpic Interactions

The five ATs studied thus far were each assembled using a single tile shape, even

when multiple tiles technically comprise the tiling and one of the tile shapes is con-

sidered a pore. The remaining six ATs all require a minimum of two tile shapes.

Of these, three (32.4.3.4), (3.4.6.4) and (3.6.3.6) require shape-specific interactions

(Figure 3.8b,d, and f, respectively). As defined previously, shape specificity implies

that the interaction between dissimilar rather than similar - species is favored, an

asymmetry recently observed in rod-sphere shape alloys. Ye et al. (2013a)

The two insets of each panel in Figure 8 highlight the matching rules between

polygons and the corresponding di↵raction pattern of the assembly. The matching
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rules show all combinations of building blocks and the strength of each edge-edge

interaction for all interaction pairs. The interaction strength (✏) is visualized by the

color of the halo around the building block, where red is weak and green is strong. The

strength of the strong interaction depends on the targeted AT, as discussed below.

Binary mixtures of symmetric attractive polygons demix or form disordered ag-

gregates. Square-triangle mixtures with symmetric interactions tend to be disordered

at intermediate densities because the di↵erence in the free energies of the demixed

(pure square and pure triangle) phase vs. the mixed phase is small (Figure 3.8a). In

contrast, hexagon-square and hexagon-triangle mixtures with symmetric interactions

demix at intermediate densities (Figure 3.8c,e). Symmetrically attractive mixtures

of regular hexagons and triangles using the stoichiometry of the (3.6.3.6) AT demix

and form, as coexisting phases, the 36 and 63 ATs. Similarly, symmetrically attrac-

tive mixtures of the rhombitrihexagonal (3.4.6.4) AT demix into pure hexagonal and

square ATs (Figure 3.8c,e). This natural trend to demixing is also observed in mix-

tures of hard polygons of the same shapes. In the presence of symmetric attractions,

we observe a hierarchy of freezing temperatures. Below but close to the first freezing

temperature, the polygons with the most edges crystallize first since these polygons

possess more enthalpic bonds (higher crystal coordination), while the less faceted

polygons remain in a liquid phase. Further cooling to the second freezing temperature

leads to the crystallization of the smaller polygons. As the di↵erence in the number

of enthapic edges of both particles increases, so does the separation between these

two freezing temperatures. Thus for square-triangle mixtures the di↵erence is small

leading to disorder. For triangle-hexagon and square-hexagon mixtures the di↵er-

ence between melting temperatures increases ((T1-T2)/T1 ⇠ 0.2, where T1 and T2 are

the first and second freezing temperatures), leading to complete bulk demixing. By

biasing the opposite shape interaction (hexagon-triangle, square-triangle, hexagon-

square) using shape-specific interactions, the (32.4.3.4), (3.6.3.6), and (3.4.6.4) ATs
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will self-assemble (Figure 3.8b,d,f). The (3.4.6.4) tiling was self-assembled as a binary

mixture because the ternary mixtures matching rules are more complex. A pore acts

as the triangle tile in this patchy polygon design. The minimum asymmetry in the

interaction strength to self-assemble the (32.4.3.4), (3.6.3.6), (3.4.6.4) ATs are 1.2✏,

1.5✏ and 1.2✏, respectively.

3.5.4 Edge-Specific Enthalpic Interactions

In the previous section, shape-specific interaction of triangle-square, hexagon-

square, and hexagon-triangle shape alloys were shown to self-assemble the (32.4.3.4),

(3.4.6.4), (3.6.3.6) ATs. The mixtures that self-assemble the (32.4.3.4), (3.4.6.4),

(3.6.3.6) ATs have similar mixing ratio as the (33.42), (34.6), (4.6.12) ATs. The mixing

ratio for the (34.6) AT (triangle-to-hexagon 8:1) is greater than that of the (3.6.3.6)

tiling. For a triangle-to-hexagon 8:1 mixture ratio, we observe coexistence between

the (3.6.3.6) tiling and a triangular tilling formed by excess triangles (Figure 3.8e).

The demixing observed between excess triangles and the self-assembled (3.6.3.6) AT is

similar to that observed between excess squares and the (4.82) AT. As shown before,

shape-specific interactions for these mixtures self-assemble the (32.4.3.4), (3.4.6.4)

and (3.6.3.6) ATs (Figure 3.8 a,c and e).

Edge specific patchy interactions increase the interaction specificity. As previ-

ously mentioned (Model and Approach Section), edge-specific interactions are a type

of interaction in which each edge pair can have unique interaction strength ij,. where

i and j correspond to edge indices on di↵erent building blocks. Edge-specific interac-

tions allow the self-assembly of complex crystalline structures, and occur naturally in

crystalline nanoplates due to energetic di↵erences between di↵erent crystallographic

edges. Ye et al. (2013c)

The minimal designs of the (33.42), (4.6.12) and (34.6) AT are shown in Figure

3.9.b,d and f. In the case of the elongated triangular AT, self-assembly requires
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Figure 3.8: Representative snapshots of the design process for the (32.4.3.4), (3.4.6.4),
and (3.6.3.6) ATs. Insets show the design rules and a di↵raction
pattern. A red halo implies a weakly attractive interaction, while a
green halo implies a strong attractive interaction. Left column pan-
els shows symmetrically-attractive mixtures of (a) square-triangle, (c)
square-hexagon and (e) triangle-hexagon mixtures. Right column panels
correspond to the mixtures in the left column with shape-specific patches
that readily self-assembles (b) the (32.4.3.4), (d) (3.4.6.4), and (f) (3.6.3.6)
ATs
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strong attraction between opposite edges of the square and one edge of the triangle,

and a stronger attraction between the edges that do not attract triangles. The edge

pair of the triangles that do not attach preferentially to squares interact strongly.

The assembly in Figure 3.9b requires a strong interaction asymmetry of � = 1.2✏

(green edges). The design biases energetically the unit cells of the (33) AT. The

minimal design for the (4.6.12) Archimedean tiling requires strong attraction (� =

1.25✏) between alternating edges of hexagon and squares. The remaining edges of

both shapes are weakly attractive (inset in Figure 3.9d). Hexagons and squares form

rings, which is consistent with the truncated hexagonal AT. The assembly is not free

of defects, and in some cases single or multiple polygons are encircled by these rings

(Figure 3.9d).

In the minimal design for the (34.6) Archimedean tiling, all edges of the hexagon

preferentially attach to one specific edge on the triangles, the hexagon-to-hexagon

edge attraction is weak (� = 1✏), and triangles preferentially attach to each other on

edges that do not preferentially attract hexagon edges (Figure 3.9f). By making the

hexagon preferentially attractive to one side of the triangle, all edges of the hexagon

become saturated and the triangle-triangle interaction completes the tiling. For the

assembly in Figure 3.9f, the interaction asymmetry � is 3✏. Due to the complexity of

this set of design rules, multiple point defects are observed. This AT is chiral, however

no bias towards either handiness was observed. Thus, to form the snub hexagonal

AT with a targeted chirality, further complexity in polygon patchiness is needed.

3.6 Dicussion

We approached the design of nanoplates to assemble the Archimedean tilings by

ascertaining the simplest set of interactions yielding the desired tiling. The multistep

design process summarized on the left-hand side in Figure 3.4 uses information about

the target tiling and building block. We first minimize the number of building blocks
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Figure 3.9: Representative snapshots for the design process of the (33.42), (34.6) and
(4.6.12) Archimedean tilings. Each panel is accompanied by an inset
showing the design rules for assembly and a di↵raction pattern confirm-
ing long-range order or coexistence. The mixture ratio for each assembly
corresponds to that of the target AT. A red halo around a polygon im-
plies a weaker attractive interaction, while a green halo implies a stronger
attraction. Left column panels show shape-specific attractive triangle-
square, hexagon-square and triangle-hexagon mixtures that self-assemble
the (a) (32.4.3.4), (c) (3.4.6.4) and (e) (3.6.3.6) ATs. Residual triangles
form the (36) AT in (e). Right column panels show shape-specific at-
tractive triangle-square, hexagon-square and triangle-hexagon mixtures
that self-assemble the (b) (33.42) tiling, (d) (4.6.12) and (f) (34.6) ATs,
respectively.
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to self-assemble the targeted tiling. For the (3.122), (4.82), (3.4.6.4) and (4.6.12) AT,

one of the polygonal tiles is replaced by a pore, and the resulting tiling no longer fills

space, but is instead open and porous.

After selecting the building blocks, the design process examined the constituent

polygonal building blocks, and alters the interaction complexity by changing the

specificity of interactions. The four models ranked in terms of specificity are hard,

symmetric patches, shape-specific patches and edge-specific patches. Our design pro-

cess reveals why for each AT a certain degree of specificity is needed for self-assembly.

Initially, we test if entropic interactions are su�cient to self-assemble each crystalline

structure. If the infinite pressure ground state is not the candidate crystal structure,

we find attractive interactions are needed to self-assemble the crystalline structure.

(Figure 3.4) Due to the highly symmetric polygons used to self-assemble the ATs,

we argue that an e↵ective entropic edge-edge interaction will stabilize these highly

symmetric groundstates. For crystal structures with one building block that are not

the infinite pressure ground state, symmetric attractive patches are su�cient for as-

sembly (Figure 3.4). For mixtures of building blocks, the complexity of the crystal

structure determines the complexity of the interaction potential. Hard (entropic)

mixtures show a natural trend to partial demixing and do not form crystalline mono-

layers with discrete symmetries. Symmetric attractive mixtures also demix, with no

indicative behavior towards the formation of binary ATs at intermediate densities. We

posit that the hard mixtures segregate due to a depletion e↵ect.Dijkstra et al. (1999)

Since hard and symmetrically attractive building blocks demix, selective patchiness

must be used to overcome this natural trend (Figure 3.4). The local environment

for each polygonal tile in the target AT determines the arrangement of patches. If

an alternating building block crystal structure is present, shape specific patches are

su�cient to design the crystalline structure (Figure 3.4). An alternate building block

structure is a binary mixture in which the large polygonal tile is surrounded by the
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small tile, and the small tile has at most one bond with another small tile. If the

crystalline structure for a mixture of building blocks does not contain the alternating

building block property, it is necessary to use edge specific interactions. The as-

sembly complexity of the building block and crystal structure provides the necessary

information to self-assemble the AT.

The description of minimal design rules for self-assembly is related to tiling models

in computer science and mathematical descriptions of graph connectivity. The general

complexity of edge connectivity problems is known to be NP hard Demaine and

Demaine (2007), which weakens the attractiveness of an algorithmic approach to

the development of design rules for crystal structures. Mathematical work on the

edge coloring of Archimedean graphsFjærestad (2010) does not provide su�cient

information to develop design rules for self-assembly. In e↵ect, an iterative, heuristic

approach as described in this paper is the best one can do to develop design rules for

self-assembly of tilings such as these.

3.7 Conclusion

Ascertaining assembly complexity is an essential feature of our design strategy

for mixtures of anisotropic patchy particles. We ranked each AT from (36) to the

(4.6.12) in order of assembly complexity. Self-assembly complexity is the complexity

of the simplest set of interactions and building blocks that self-assemble the candidate

crystal structure with a minimal number of crystallographic defects. (Figure 3.4)

We described the design strategy in a flow diagram (Figure 4). The flow diagram

describes the steps used to design the interactions of the building blocks. To the

right of the design flow diagram, we overview material systems Chu et al. (2006); An

et al. (2007); Xiong et al. (2005); Li et al. (2009b); Guo et al. (2012); Zhou et al.

(2008); Xu et al. (2006); Wang et al. (2010); Zhang and Zhu (2005); Su et al. (2010);

Cao (2004); Park et al. (2011); Xi and Ye (2010); Paik et al. (2013); Kan et al.
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Figure 3.10: Simulation results summary. The first column shows the polygons nec-
essary for the assembly of ATs under the design rules proposed. The
remaining columns indicate the configurations observed with the di↵er-
ent interaction sets..
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(2010); Zeng et al. (2010) that can form the anisotropic nanoplates consistent with

the ATs, and material systems that self-assemble Sau and Murphy (2005); Lee et al.

(2006); Park et al. (2006); Li et al. (2010); Ye et al. (2010); Shen et al. (2012b);

Sun and Xia (2002); Chen et al. (2007b); Paik et al. (2011); Zhang et al. (2005a)

ATs with nanoplates (Fig 3.2) The regular entropically stabilized (36),(44),(63) ATs

have been observed experimentally with polygonal tiles, but the other Archimedean

tilings remain elusive (Figs 3.2 and 3.4). Furthermore, nanoplates covered with DNA,

although not experimentally synthesized, is a natural evolution of DNA grafting on

nanomaterials.Nykypanchuk et al. (2008); Maye et al. (2010) Such DNA tiles provide

another means for achieving the necessary interaction specificity to assemble ATs

The building block design process o↵ers insight into the necessary conditions to

self-assemble crystals with regular polygons (nanoplates). The design process has

led to important conclusions about shape and self-assembly, summarized in Figure

3.10. With only entropy, certain Archimedean tilings can self-assemble their infinite

pressure packings at intermediate packing fractions. This finding reinforces the per-

spective on an entropic patch as a driver for self-assembly. van Anders et al. (2013a)

On the other hand, for low density packings symmetric enthalpic patches are required.

Binary mixtures of regular shapes have a rich behavior that depends on the type of

interactions and geometry. We observe that hard binary mixtures tend to be disor-

dered when mixed. By adding enthalpic patches, demixing occurs if the di↵erence

between the coordination of the polygons is large. This is confirmed by hexagon-

square and hexagon-triangle assemblies demixing, whereas square-triangle mixtures

are disordered. Shape-specific and edge-specific patches stabilize the remaining semi-

regular tilings. Although nanoplate patterning inspires the designs developed in this

work, these enthalpic design rules can also be expanded to supramolecular systems,

where particle interactions are programmable and system dynamics are faster.
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CHAPTER IV

The E↵ect of Geometric Transformations on the

Self-assembly Properties of Faceted Nanoplates

4.1 Abstract

The geometry of di↵erent nanomaterials provides a means of driving self-assembly

into a myriad of crystal structures Damasceno et al. (2012a). As the shape control of

di↵erent nanomaterials improves Xia et al. (2009a), design frameworks Glotzer and

Solomon (2007) become necessary to understand the collective properties of di↵er-

ent classes of materials from the surface functionalization and geometry of building

blocks. Here, we study the self-assembly of polygonal nanoplates with attractive

short-range forces via Monte Carlo simulations. We investigate the e↵ect of geometric

transformations such as elongation and faceting on the assembly on ligand-stabilized

nanoplates. We report the e↵ect of each experimentally feasible geometric transfor-

mations on the assembly and, from this information, develop design rules to assemble

complex structures

4.2 Introduction

Shape is a promising route towards the assembly of complex crystal structures.

Anisotropic nanoparticles can robustly self-assemble complex crystal structures Dam-
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Shape 
Transformation

Sequence Literature
Example

Truncation ...

Pinching ...

...Faceting

Elongation ...

Figure 4.1: Examples of shape transformations for nanoplates. The first column cor-
responds to the classification of experimentally-observed shape transfor-
mations. These shape transformations correspond to faceting, pinching,
elongation, and truncation. The second column depicts the e↵ect of the
transformation on particle shape. Experimental examples of the shape
transformation are shown in the third column. The faceting shape trans-
formation is shown for silver nanoplates.Yang et al. (2007) The pinch
transformation is shown for the growth of a silver triangular nanoplates
on a nanorod.Tsuji et al. (2010) The elongation transformation is shown
for uranimum oxide hydroxide hexagonal nanoplates. Pradhan et al.
(2011) The truncation transformation is shown for hexagonal and tri-
angular nanoplates.Chu et al. (2006)

asceno et al. (2012a) with interesting catalytic Narayanan and El-Sayed (2005) and

plasmonic Wiley et al. (2006b) properties. Folded nanoparticles Leong et al. (2007a)

and 3D printers Mannoor et al. (2013) have the potential to drastically increase the

type of particle shapes that can be self-assembled. As the size and scope of the

nanoscale self-assembly field grows, rational design rules become paramount to the

future prospects of synthesizing novel materials with promising photonic Jensen and

Sigmund (2011), plasmonic Viarbitskaya et al. (2013), and mechanical Kohlstedt and

Glotzer (2013) properties.
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Shape optimization is a form of optimal control theory, which finds the opti-

mal shape that minimizes a certain cost functional with well-defined constraints.

Sokolowski and Zolesio (1992) Shape optimization has been used to optimize fluids

Mohammadi and Pironneau (2004), aircraft wings Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Haftka

(1997) , and to improve the mechanical properties of skeletal structures such as trusses

Topping (1983). On the micro and nanoscale, shape optimization has been used to

design waveguides and resonators for nanophotonics Jensen and Sigmund (2011), to

design micromixers Ansari and Kim (2007) , and to improve the gelation properties of

colloids Smrdel et al. (2008) . The broad spectrum of shape optimization applications

begs that shape optimization be used to design faceted shapes for self-assembly.

Shape transformations can be active (in situ) or passive transformation between

two di↵erent shapes. Figure 1 shows the experimental manifestations of these trans-

formations. We focus on faceting, pinching, elongation, and truncation transforma-

tions observed in faceted nanoplates. Gold is an excellent example of the faceting

transformation since it can form triangular, square, pentagonal, hexagonal, nonag-

onal, and dodecagonal microplates and nanoplates. Porel et al. (2005); Kan et al.

(2010) (See Figure 4.1) Silver can transform through pinching from a nanorod to a

nanorod with a triangular nanoplates (as a nanoflag).Tsuji et al. (2010) (See Figure

4.1) Passive elongation transformation is observed in Uranium oxide hydroxide and

gold. Uranium oxide hydroxide and gold both can form hexagonal and elongated

hexagonal nanoplates.Pradhan et al. (2011); Umar et al. (2009) (See Figure 1) Gold

and silver nanoplates are examples of truncation; gold forms triangular truncated

hexagonal and hexagonal nanoplatess. Chu et al. (2006) and silver nanoplates can

actively transforming under light via truncation between triangular and hexagonal

nanoplates.Tang et al. (2009) (See Figure 4.1) Truncated triangular nanoplates of sil-

ver were synthesized in solution coexistent with surfactant micelles. Chen and Carroll

(2002)
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Shape optimization begins with the regular nanoplates. A library of shape trans-

formations must be categorized and understood to guide the optimization procedure.

The symmetry-breaking transformation converts the original regular shapes into an

irregular polygonal tile with favorable self-assembly properties. The shape transfor-

mations alter the directional entropic forces by altering the edge length.van Anders

et al. (2013a) With the shape transformation library, shape can be optimized to

improve the self-assembly properties of a material.

Nanoplates Cao (2004); Zhang et al. (2005a); Sun and Xia (2003) have excellent

catalyticKavan et al. (2011) , optical Lu et al. (2006), and antibacterial Pal et al.

(2007) properties. The competition between enthalpic and entropic can lead to rich

phase behavior Ye et al. (2013c) . Optimized patchy nanoplates have shown to ro-

bustly self-assemble the Archimedean tilings.ref Geometric transformations can alter

the properties of nanoplates. Truncation can alter the surface plasmon resonance of

silver nanomaterials by red-shifting the extinction spectra Wiley et al. (2006a).

Here, we show how to self-assemble polygonal nanoplates into a large number of

crystal structures. We investigate the complete family of regular polygons, the n-

gons, to understand the role of shape on assembly. We show that the majority of

the n-gons self-assemble into Archimedean tilings. The regular pentagon heptagon

and nonagon are shown to self-assemble frustrated systems. An iterative shape op-

timization procedure is used to deform the shape of n-gons to improve the assembly

properties of frustrated assemblies and to understand the e↵ect of each transforma-

tion on assembly. A design framework is introduced to provide a simplified model of

how shape optimization can be used to improve the assembly properties of a faceted

nanoparticle.
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Figure 4.2: Model patchy nanoplates are shown with interactions, and a deformation
mechanism. The interactions between the nanoplates is edge to edge(a).
The deformation process alters the shape of the nanoplates continuously
and reversibly(b).

4.3 Model

We use a phenemological model for patchy nanoplates. Each particle is modeled

as a regular polygon with attractive patches on each edge. The attractive strength is

set equal to ✏ for each patch. The edge-edge interaction potential can be decomposed

into three components: parallel, perpendicular, and angular components (See Fig.

4.2a). The attractive interaction models the ligand-ligand van der Waals attraction.

The perpendicular component capture the strength of the ligand-ligand van der Waals

forces, while the parallel and angular components model the steric depletion among

ligand-stabilizers. Since ligands are responsible for these attractive interactions, we

scale the angular and distance cuto↵ for the angular and perpendicular component

to model the length of the ligands. The angular and perpendicular components scale

quadratically with distance and the linear component scales linearly with distance.

The attraction is maximized when the edges are aligned, centered, and almost in

contact.
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4.4 Methods

Particles are represented as ideal polygons, with and without an added short-range

interaction. Overlap checks are performed using the GJK algorithm as in Damasceno

et al. (2012a). The runs are molecular simulations using the Monte Carlo algorithm

in the NVT ensemble. In the presence of interactions, pressure and temperature

are kept fixed until ordering occurs. System sizes range from 800 to 2000 particles.

Simulation times are few millions of Monte Carlo cycles using established simulation

codes.Damasceno et al. (2012b); Ye et al. (2013c)

4.5 Results

The results are divided into the four classes of geometric transformations: faceting,

pinching, elongation and shearing. Packing and self-assembly simulations were per-

formed for the n-gon family. We show the e↵ect of each transformation on the self-

assembly properties of the deformed n-gon family. We classify the crystalline struc-

tures by their center-to-center crystallographic bond network. The results are divided

into the faceting, pinching, elongation, and shearing results

4.5.1 Faceting

The faceting transformation alters the number of edges of a regular polygonal

nanoplate. It unites all regular polygonal nanoplates into the n-gon family (See Fig-

ure 3a). As the number of edges (N) increases, the polygon transforms into a disk.

This rounding has a significant e↵ect on the self-assembly at low N. Frustrated as-

semblies occur at intermediate N for odd number vertices (N=5,7,9). Archimedean

tilings occur for polygons that have a characteristic Archimedean tiling, such as tri-

angles and the (36) Archimedean tiling. The self-assembly results can be divided

into three classes: the Archimedean class, the frustrated class, and the disk class.
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The faceting transformation provides a continuum between faceted and continuous

geometries highlighting the e↵ect of faceting on self-assembly.

In the Archimedean class, the regular polygons self-assemble into a Archimedean

tiling. A subset of this class interestingly packs the same as the assembly; the pack-

ing of regular polygons is known to form dense periodic packings with quasi 6-fold

symmetry.Duparcmeur (1995) The packings contact network (edge-vertex, edge-edge)

alternates between odd and even number of vertices.Duparcmeur (1995) The regular

polygons with assemblies in the Archimedean class are the regular triangle, square,

hexagon, octagon, and dodecagon; these self-assemble the (36), (44), (63), (4.82), and

(3.122) Archimedean tilings, respectively (See Figure 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3e, 4.3k). Previous

work on the self-assembly of the Archimedean tilings shows that the (36), (44), (63),

and (3.122) Archimedean tiling can self-assemble with entropic patches, while the

(4.82) Archimedean tiling requires enthalpic patches.(See Chapter 4.3)

In the second self-assembly class of the faceting transformation, a crystal does not

form. The frustrated class encompasses the regular pentagon, heptagon, and nonagon

(See Figure 4.3d, 4.3f, 4.3h). These polygons clearly have five-fold, seven-fold, and

nine-fold respectively, symmetry rendering them inconsistent with the standard Bra-

vais lattice coordinations. Theoretical work on the five- and seven-fold coordinated

nearest-neighbor rings in assemblies have been shown to cause frustration and inhibit

crystallization.Nelson (1983) Experimental work on the assembly of five-fold symmet-

ric hydrocarbons has been shown to form a glass.Merz et al. (2009) Liquid crystals

can form five-fold, seven-fold, and nine-fold quasicrystals.Gorkhali et al. (2006) This

propensity in nature for five-, seven-, and nine-fold symmetric objects to self-assemble

disordered and/or quasicrystalline structures argues for frustration and competition

to be prevalent in the assembly of pentagons, heptagons, and nonagons.

For the third self-assembly class, the regular polygon assemblies approximate the

disk assembly. Clearly, the more vertices the polygon, has the closer the assembly and
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Figure 4.3: The self-assembly of faceted naonparticles is shown above. The faceting
transformation is summarized by a geometric axis showing the regular
polygons (a). Red Xs imply a frustrated assembly, while a colored regular
polygon denotes assembly Each snapshot is a representative assembly of
the nanoplates. The assemblies for the regular n-gon family are the (36)
Archimedean tiling for the regular triangle (b) , the (44) Archimedean
tiling for the regular square (c) , a frustrated assembly for the regular
pentagon (d) , the (63) Archimedean tiling for the regular hexagon (e),
a frustrated assembly for the regular nonagon(f), the (4.82) Archimedean
tiling for the regular nonagon(g), a frustrated assembly for the regular
nonagon(h), a sheared rhombic tiling for the regular decagon (i), a sheared
(32.3.4.3) Archimedean tiling for the regular undecagon (j) , the (3.123)
Archimedean tiling for the regular dodecagon (k) , and a sheared (32.3.4.3)
Archimedean tiling for the regular hendecagon (l).
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shape approximates a disk. At low N, n-gons exhibit a density-driven transition from

their assembly to their packing, which approximates disk assembly. For example, a

transformation between the (4.82) Archimedean tiling and the (36) packing occurs at

high packing fraction for the regular octagon. At higher N (N > 9), the assembly is of

disk type. The regular decagon is a disk class assembly and forms a rhombic crystal

structure at lower packing fraction (see Figure 4.3i). Furthermore, the hendecagons,

and tridecagon both self-assemble a sheared (32.4.3.4) Archimedean tiling (see Figure

4.3f, 4.3k). The final transformation between the sheared (32.4.3.4) Archimedean

tiling and the (36) Archimedean tiling consumes the remaining part of the n-gon

family. The disk class assemblies occur at high N highlighting the transition between

faceted and continuous building blocks.

4.5.2 Pinching

The pinching transformation alters the geometry of the polygonal nanoplates by

moving a vertex radially from the center (see Figure 4.4b). We investigate the pinching

transformation while maintaining a convex building block. The pinching transforma-

tion provides a geometric transformation between a polygon with (n) vertices and an

extended vertex to a polygon with (n-1) vertices and one large edge, analogous to the

transformation between a sphere and a cone. Previous work on conic self-assembly

has shown that a precise sequence of convex clusters form at magic numbers.Chen

et al. (2007a) To quantify the transformation, we introduce a deformation parameter,

⇠; this parameter provides a means of geometrically connecting these two building

blocks, which can have dramatically di↵erent phase behavior. Figure 4.4a shows the

phase behavior of each building block in a geometric phase diagram between faceting

and pinching. The regular n-gons at ⇠=0.5 are shown with the symbols and crys-

tal structures observed in Fig 4.3. If the assembly of the pinched building block is

crystallographically indistinguishable from the regular n-gon (such as the regular tri-
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angle, undecagon, dodecagon, and hendecagon), the regular polygon symbol is used

to denote the crystalline structure. (See Figure 4.4a) We report that at low N, the

pinch transformation can have a dramatic e↵ect on assembly, and at higher N, assem-

bly is not a↵ected. As N increases, the convexity constrains the extent of the pinch

transformation so that at high N the deformation can only be small.

The pinch transformation of the square stabilizes two kite assemblies shown in

Figure 4.4c-d. A kite is a specific quadrilateral with two pairs of adjacent equal-length

sides; kites are a prototile of the famous Penrose quasicrystalline tiling. The pinch

transformation stabilizes two alternating crystal structures. The first crystal structure

is a hierarchical tiling found at ⇠=0.0 and N=4 (See Figure 4.4c). The unit cell consists

of two kites that combine to form a rhombus. The rhombus tiling is similar to the

(44) Archimedean tiling except for a shift between each row of rhombuses due to

the small protrusion of the pinched vertex. (See Figure 4.4b-c) Hierarchical crystals

assembled with nanoparticles has been shown to have interesting mechanicalMiszta

et al. (2011) and electronicTao et al. (2012) properties. The second crystal structure

is composed of an alternating pattern of kites, which is topologically equivalent to

the (44) Archimedean tiling. Pinching can a↵ect the assembly greatly, as shown in

the hierarchical assembly, or distort the basic tiling of the shape.

The pinch transformation of the pentagon leads to two distinct crystal structures;

the crystal structures observed are the pentagonal Cairo tiling at ⇠=0.25 and N=5

(Figure 4.4e), and a hierarchical rectangular tiling at ⇠=0.0 and N=5 (Figure 4.4f).

The pentagonal Cairo tiling is the dual of the (32.4.3.4) Archimedean tiling, and

is also referred to as the (((53)2.54.53.54) McMahon net.O’Kee↵e and Hyde (1980)

The Fe atoms in Bi2Fe4O9 have a pentagonal Cairo tiling, and this material has

neighboring antiferromagnetic interactions Ressouche et al. (2009) in a noncollinear

magnetic structure. At the nanoscale, three- and four-arm DNA junction tiles have

been shown to self-assemble the pentagonal Cairo tiling.Zhang et al. (2013) At lower
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Figure 4.4: The e↵ect of the pinch transformation on the assembly of polygonal
nanoplates is summarized above. A geometric phase diagram of faceting
and pinching anisotropy dimensions is shown above (a). The building
blocks for each geometric phase point are shown in the geometric phase
diagram (a). Representative snapshots of all crystal structures observed
by applying the pinch transformation are shown for the regular polygons
between the regular triangle, and the regular hendecagon. The regular n-
gons at ⇠=0.5 are shown with the symbols and crystal structures observed
in Fig 4.3. The assemblies for the pinched n-gon family are a shortened
kite assembly with pmg symmetry for ⇠=0.0 and N=4 (b), a lengthened
kite assembly with pmg symmetry for ⇠=0.0 and N=4 (c), the pentag-
onal cairo tiling for ⇠=0.25 and N=4(d), a trapezoidal assembly with
for ⇠=0.0 and N=5(e), a shifted prismatic pentagon tiling for ⇠=0.0 and
N=6(f), a lengthened hexagon with alternating rows in a triangular tiling
for ⇠=1.0 and N=6(g), a shortened heptagon dodecagonal quasicrystal
for ⇠=0.25 and N=7(h), a lengthened heptagon (32.4.3.4) Archimedean
tiling for ⇠=0.75 and N=7(i), a lengthened nonagon triangular tiling for
⇠=0.75 and N=9(j), a lengthened decagon triangular tiling for ⇠=0.75 and
N=10(m).
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⇠, the hierarchical rectangular crystal structure forms. Its unit cell consists of two

pinched pentagons that collectively form a rectangle; the rectangular crystal structure

is similar to the (44) Archimedean tiling except that the tiling is stretched along the

apothem of the building block.

The pinch transformation for the hexagon stabilizes two di↵erent crystalline struc-

tures. (See Figure 4.4g,h) The crystal structures observed are a hierarchical tiling

closely related to the prismatic pentagonal tiling at ⇠=0.0 and N=6, and an alternat-

ing hexagonal tiling ⇠=0.0 and N=6. (See Figure 4.4g,h) The prismatic pentagonal

tiling is the dual of the (33.42) Archimedean tiling. Three- and four-arm DNA junc-

tion tiles have also been shown to self-assemble the prismatic pentagonal tiling.Zhang

et al. (2013) At high pinching (⇠ > 0.75), the pinched hexagon forms an alternating

crystal structure similar to the (63) Archimedean tiling. The pinched hexagon can

self-assemble an alternating crystal structure and the prismatic pentagonal tiling.

The pinch transformation of the heptagon stabilizes the snub square (SS) Archimedean

tiling and the dodecagonal shield quasicrystal. Stampfli (1986) At both low and high

⇠, the SS Archimedean tiling is stable (Figure 4.4i). At low ⇠, the shield dodecagonal

quasicrystal is stable (Figure 4.4k). A disordered region exists around the regular

heptagon at intermediate ⇠. Under each crystalline structure, we show the heptag-

onal nanoplates that self-assemble the crystalline structure. It is interesting to note

that the SS tiling, also known as the �-phase Frank and Kasper (1958), is in close

proximity geometrically to the dodecagonal quasicrystal. Simple modifications of

crystalline growth rules have been shown to control the stability region of the �-

phase and the dodecagonal triangle square tiling.Kuo et al. (1988) Patchy particles

with seven patches arranged in a heptagonal arrangement also form a dodecagonal

quasicrystal. van der Linden et al. (2012) It is notable that the quasicrystal is stable

for an irregular arrangement of facets on the polygonal nanoplates. (See Figure 5)

The pinch transformation provides a means of transforming the disordered heptagon
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assembly into the snub square and a dodecagonal quasicrystal and provides design

rules for tuning between these two structures.

At high N, the pinching deformation is constrained to small changes by the convex-

ity and vertex constraints. (See Figure 4.4a,b) The pinched octagon at high pinching

forms only disordered assemblies. (See Figure 4.4a) The nonagon and decagon at

high ⇠ form a triangular crystal structure. For the pinched nonagon and decagon, the

packing and assembly becomes the same crystal structure. When the packing and

self-assembly are the same, the assembly is expected to have high yield.(See Chapter

3) For the undecagon, dodecagon, and hendecagon, the pinching transformation has

no e↵ect on assembly.

4.5.3 Elongation

The elongation transformation alters the geometry of the polygonal nanoplates

by elongating two symmetric edges of a nanoplate. Notice that this transformation

can only be applied on polygons with an even number of edges. At large elongation,

the transformation transforms nanoplates into faceted nanorods. Nikoobakht and

El-Sayed (2003) The elongation transformation is equivalent to the transformation

between a sphere and the spherocylinder. The transformation is also closely related

to the elongation along an axis of a sphere to form an ellipsoid. Patchy and hard

spherocylinders Veerman and Frenkel (1990); Vácha and Frenkel (2013) and ellipsoids

Frenkel (1984); Liu et al. (2012a) are the natural systems which to compare the phase

behavior of elongated faceted nanoplates. The deformation parameter ⇠ quantifies

the degree of elongation. We show the phase behavior of each building block in

a geometric phase diagram between faceting and elongation. (See Figure 4.5a) The

regular n-gons at ⇠=0.5 are shown with the symbols and crystal structures observed in

Fig 4.3. (See Figure 4.5a) The elongated building blocks used to create the assemblies

are displayed next to the phase diagram panel. (See Figure 4.5b) The elongation
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transformation e↵ects the assembly of n-gons from squares to dodecagons.

The elongated square self-assembles a rectangular tiling closely related to the (44)

Archimedean tiling. (See Figure 4.5c) The rectangular assembly is rotationally de-

generate, yet remains on the (44) Archimedean lattice points. Molecular rectangles Li

et al. (2007) at higher elongation form a stretched (44) Archimedean crystal structure.

The elongated square forms a crystal structure closely related to the square.

The elongated hexagon self-assembles into three distinct crystal structures: a

porous rhombille tiling (Figure 4.4e), an aperiodic rhombus tiling (Figure 4.4d), and

an elongated (63) Archimedean tiling. (Figure 4.4f) At low elongation (⇠=0.25 and

N=6), the elongated hexagon forms the rhombille tiling. (See Figure 4.4d), which is

the dual of the (3.6.3.6) Archimedean tiling. Rhombille tilings are observed in layered

perovskites.Wang and Ran (2011) Density functional theory calculations (DFT) of

o↵-lattice rhombus tiles showed the stability of the rhombile tiling for asymmetric

patches. Wang and Ran (2011) Here, we report that this is the first assembled

porous rhombile tiling. At lower elongation (⇠=0.0 and N=6), the elongated hexagon

forms a random tiling of rhombuses (See Figure 4.4e) This result is in agreement

with the DFT calculations of molecular rhombs. Whitelam et al. (2012) At high

elongation (⇠=1), the elongated hexagon forms a stretched (63) Archimedean tiling;

EuF3 elongated hexagonal nanoplatesYe et al. (2013c) form this crystal structure.

At low elongation (⇠=0.0), the elongated octagon forms a triangular tiling (See

Figure 4.5h), whereas at high elongation, the elongated octagons forms a stretched

(4.82) Archimedean tiling. (See Figure 4.5g)

The elongated decagon forms an alternating and a stretched rhombic crystal struc-

ture. (See Figure 4.5i,j) The alternating crystal structure consists of alternating rows

of oriented elongated decagons at ⇠=0. The unit cell of this crystal structure consists

of two decagons with di↵erent orientation and tiles space in a rectangular lattice. (See

Figure 4.5i) To our knowledge, the alternating elongated decagon crystal structure
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Figure 4.5: The e↵ect of the elongation transformation on the assembly of polyg-
onal nanoplates is summarized above. A geometric diagram between
the faceting and elongation anisotropy dimensions shows the crystalline
phases observed (a). The building blocks for each geometric state point
are shown in the geometric phase diagram (a). Representative snapshots
for all crystal structures observed for elongated polygons are shown above.
The regular n-gons at ⇠=0.5 are shown with the symbols and crystal struc-
tures observed in Fig 4.3. The assemblies for the elongated n-gons are an
elongated rectangle crystal structure at ⇠=0.25 and N=4(b), a shortened
hexagon with a porous rhombile crystal structure at ⇠=0.25 and N=6(c), a
shortened hexagon with an aperiodic rhombus tiling at ⇠=0.0 and N=6(d),
an elongated hexagon with stretched (63) Archimedean tiling at ⇠=0.75
and N=8 (e), an elongated octagon with stretched (4.82) Archimedean
tiling at ⇠=0.75 and N=8(f), a shortened octagonal triangular crystal
structure at ⇠=0.75 and N=8(g) , an elongated decagonal triangular crys-
tal structure at ⇠=0.75 and N=10(h), a shortened decagon with a porous
alternating triangular crystal structure at ⇠=0.75 and N=10(i), an elon-
gated dodecagon with a stretched (3.122) Archimedean tiling at ⇠=0.75
and N=12(j), a shortened dodecagon with a rotationally degenerate tri-
angular lattice at ⇠=0.25 and N=12(k).
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has, to our knowledge, not been observed experimentally. At high elongation (⇠=1),

a stretched rhombic crystal structure forms. (See Figure 4.5j)

The elongated dodecagon forms a stretched Archimedean tiling and a triangu-

lar tiling. (See Figure 4.5l,k) The elongated dodecagon forms a stretched (3.122)

Archimedean tiling at ⇠=1. In a similar way to the elongated hexagon, octagon, and

decagon, the elongated dodecagon stretches the regular polygons crystal structure. At

lower elongation at ⇠=0, the dodecagon forms a triangular lattice that is rotationally

degenerate. (See Figure 4.5k)

Clearly, the elongation transformation is not symmetric in that low and high elon-

gation n-gons do not self-assemble the same crystal structure. It is interesting to note

that the phase diagram of hard ellipsoids is symmetricFrenkel (1984), which implies

that faceting can have an important e↵ect on the assembly of nanorods at low as-

pect ratioSau and Murphy (2004). For nanoplates, the elongation transformation has

been previously studied for lanthanide fluoride (LaF3) nanoplates both experimen-

tally and with simulations. Ye et al. (2013c) These simulations results revealed that

for systems with symmetric interactions, parallel arrangements were stable regardless

of the degree of elongations; entropic interactions favored such arrangements, and the

introduction of symmetric forces (comparable to thermal energies) were not expected

to disrupt the trend. Ye et al. (2013c) In fact, simulations Ye et al. (2013c) reveal

that elongation leads to the formation of tetragonal lattices since these arrangements

maximize the amount of contact between neighboring particles, thus the global con-

tribution to the free energy by the enthalpic and entropic interactions is minimized.Ye

et al. (2013c)

4.5.4 Truncation

The truncation transformation of faceted nanoparticles alters the geometry of

the polygonal nanoplates by truncating each vertex symmetrically into an edge. The
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symmetric truncation transformation has no analogue in continuous geometries (disks

and ellipses), and is characteristic of faceted nanoparticles. Truncation transforms

an initial polygon with n vertices into another polygon with twice the number of

vertices. (See Figure 4.6b) We introduce a deformation parameter ⇠ to quantify this

transformation. . We show the phase behavior of each building block in a geometric

phase diagram between faceting and truncation. (See Figure 4.6a) The regular n-gons

at ⇠=0.0 and their crystal structures are shown as in Fig 4.3. (See Figure 4.6a) The

truncation transformation ends in a regular polygon, so at ⇠=1.0 the regular n-gons

phase behavior is observed. (See Figure 4.6a) The truncated building blocks used to

create the assemblies are placed next to the phase diagram panel. (See Figure 4.6b)

Truncation has an e↵ect on self-assembly at low N, but at higher N the particles

emulated the phase behavior of a disk.Chen et al. (2002)

The truncation transformation transforms the triangular nanoplate into a hexag-

onal nanoplate. The triangular and hexagonal nanoplates form Archimedean tilings.

(See Figure 4.7) In 3D, the truncation of tetrahedra transformed the assemblies from

a quasicrystal to a bcc crystal structure.Damasceno et al. (2012a) However, in 2D,

truncation does not have a profound e↵ect. The truncated triangle forms the (36)

Archimedean tiling. Halfway between the triangular and hexagonal nanoplates the

assembly flips from the (36) Archimedean tiling to the (63) Archimedean tiling. The

intermediate crystal structure is a porous triangular crystal structure. (See Figure

4.6c) The continuous transformation between the (36) Archimedean tiling to the (63)

Archimedean tiling shows that geometric transformation can have subtle, gradual

e↵ects on the self-assembly properties.

The truncated octagon and square form crystalline structures that are closely

related. The truncated square at intermediate truncation ⇠ = 0.25 forms a Mediter-

ranean tiling. (See Figure 4.6d) The Mediterranean tiling is similar to the (4.82)

Archimedean but the square tile is either smaller or truncated. (See Figure 4.6d) The
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Figure 4.6: The e↵ect of the truncation transformation on the assembly of polyg-
onal nanoplates is summarized above. A geometric diagram between
the faceting and truncation anisotropy dimensions shows the crystalline
phases observed (a). The building blocks for each geometric state point
are shown on the geometric phase diagram (a). Representative snapshots
for all crystal structures observed for truncated polygons are shown above.
The regular n-gons at ⇠=0.0 are shown with the symbols and crystal struc-
tures observed in Fig 4.3. The assemblies for the truncated n-gons are a
truncated triangle with a porous (36) Archimedean tiling at ⇠=0.25 and
N=3(b), a truncated square forms a Mediterranean tiling at ⇠=0.5 and
N=4(c), a truncated heptagon forms a hexagonal shield tiling at ⇠=0.5
and N=7(d), and a truncated octagon form a regular star polygon tiling
at ⇠=0.5 and N=8(e).
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Figure 4.7: A summary of all the transformed nanoplates that form lattice tilings.
Elongated hexagons, octagons, decagons, and dodecagons form lattice
tilings. Regular squares, hexagons, octagons, decagons, and dodecagons
form lattice tilings. Also, truncated squares and octagons form lattice
tilings.

truncated octagon forms an irregular star polygon tiling. Grünbaum and Shephard

(1977) This irregular star polygon tiling is closely related to the ((8.4⇤⇡/4)
2.8.4⇤⇤⇡/4)

regular star polygon tiling formed by symmetric truncation.Grünbaum and Shephard

(1977) Similarly, closed packed assemblies of PbS nanostars have been achieved by

vertical deposition. Huang et al. (2010) The truncated octagon provides a simple

means of obtaining patterned array of porous stars. The truncation of regular n-gons

with a large number of vertices alters the pore structure, but not the coordination of

the crystal structure.

The truncated heptagon stabilizes a triangular shield tiling. (See Figure 4.6e)

The triangular shield tiling is one of the 63 convex isogonal tilings. Grünbaum and

Shephard (1978) Isogonal tilings are tilings whose symmetry group acts on the ver-

tices. The truncated heptagon crystal structure is porous and forms at low truncation

⇠=0.5. At higher truncation at ⇠=0.75, the truncated heptagon acts like a disk. The

proximity of these state points motivates the possibility of a switchable structure.
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4.6 Discussion

The shape optimization of faceted nanoparticles for assembly begins with under-

standing the e↵ect of di↵erent geometric transformations on the assembly of polygonal

nanoplates. Each geometric transformation provides the material designer with a new

design axis to synthesize the functional materials of the future. Truncation and elon-

gation allow the synthesis of porous tilings such as the porous rhombile tiling and the

porous shield triangle isogonal tilings. (See Figure 4.6e,4.5d) Pinching allows for the

stabilizaition of the pentagonal Cairo tiling or the prismatic pentagonal tiling. (See

Figure 4.4e, g) The poor assemblers in the regular n-gon class, such as the nonagon,

heptagon, and pentagon, can be self-assembled into crystal structures by judicious

use of one of the geometric transformation established in the nanoplates literature.

Our results can be divided into three classes of crystals: lattice, porous, and com-

plex tilings. (See Figure 4.7,4.8,4.9) A few crystal structures also exhibit random

and rotationally degenerate tilings. Lattice tilings, or isohedral tilings Grünbaum and

Shephard (2008), are tilings that can be constructed by a single translation vector.

(See Figure 4.7) It is notable that only the truncation and elongation transforms

lead to lattice tilings and that only nanoplates with even numbers of vertices have

lattice tilings. It is clear that these lattice tilings arise in highly symmetric particles.

The second class of crystals is porous tilings. (See Figure 4.7) We report the first

recorded porous tilings made from faceted particles. We find that only asymmetric

hexagons and heptagons form porous tilings. (See Figure 4.8) Experimental work on

metal organic frameworks has shown highly stable porous crystalline structures.Li

et al. (1999) The benefit of using irregular faceted polygonal nanoplates is that the

pore size can be dynamically tuned via truncation using photodecomposition. The

third class of crystalline structures is complex crystals with multiple building blocks

in a unit cell. (See Figure 4.9) This class of crystals is observed for irregular square

pentagons hexagons and decagons. The majority of the complex crystals occur due
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Figure 4.8: A summary of all the transformed nanoplates that form porous tilings.
Elongated hexagons, pinched and truncated heptagons, and truncated
triangles form porous tilings.
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to the pinch transformation and at low N. (See Figure 4.9) The complex crystalline

class contains interesting tilings such as the pentagonal Cairo tiling. (See Figure

4.4) The location of these interesting structures on the extended geometric phase

diagram (pinched low N polygonal nanoplates) highlights the need for experimental

studies on monodisperse irregular nanoplates. The rotational degenerate tilings are

found in pinched nonagons and decagons and elongated dodecagons. The orienta-

tionally degenerate dodecagon crystal structure is expected since elongated pear-like

colloidal dimers also from disordered rotator crystal structures.Hosein et al. (2009)

On the other hand, the orientationally degenerate crystal structure of asymmetric

pinched nonagons and decagons is analogous to the assembly of hard asymmetric

dimers.Milinković et al. (2013)

From the perspective of material optimization, the improved assembly properties

of the regular heptagon highlight the power of shape transformations. The frustrated

assembly of the regular heptagon has two local motifs at low densities. These local

motifs are the snub square (32.4.3.4) Archimedean tiling and the shield-triangle tiling.

Both motifs are observed in the shield dodecagonal quasicrystal. The pinch trans-

formation allows for the self-assembly of the snub square and the dodecagonal shield

quasicrystal structures. The truncation transformation allows for the self-assembly of

the shield-triangle tiling. These geometric transformation provide a geometric means

of toggling between di↵erent assembly types. The judicious use of geometric transfor-

mations could lead to the self-assembly of crystal structures of increasing complexity.

4.7 Conclusion

Building an experimental toolbox for self-assembly that rivals the established en-

gineering methods of circuit design or power plant design could transform the field of

self-assembly from a basic scientific discipline to an engineering discipline. The devel-

opment of heuristic rules for the optimization of shape allows the practicing experi-
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Complex Tilings

Elongation

Pinch
Regular

Figure 4.9: A summary of all the complex nanoplates that form lattice tilings.
Pinched square, pentagon, hexagons form complex tilings. Pinched square
and hexagons form complex tilings at high and low pinching. The elon-
gated decagon forms a complex tiling.
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mentalist to tune the anisotropic building block to improve the crystalline properties

of the proposed nanomaterials. Furthermore, an understanding of the mechanisms to

improve the crystallinity of self-assembly materials could allow for a priori screening

of materials. We look forward to experimental developments to validate the material

design principles provided in this article
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CHAPTER V

Outlook

The use of anisotropy dimensions to improve the self-assembly properties of nano-

materials is in its infancy. Although theoretical frameworks on the e↵ect of shape on

assembly exist van Anders et al. (2013c,b), these framework only explain the phe-

menological forces present in faceted nanoparticles. To begin engineering nanoparticle

assemblies in the way VLSI components are designed, a great deal of work needs to be

done correlating self-assembly with building block attributes. A tool that would guide

systematic design of building blocks for self-assembly is sorely needed. Such a tool

could greatly speed up material design. Even though a great deal of work needs to

be done, actionable conclusions can be extracted from the self-assembly experiments

performed above. The conclusions can be divided into three groups: multifunctional

materials, dynamic materials, and machine learning.

5.1 Multifunctional Materials

Multifunctional materials are materials with enhanced properties that are endowed

with functional groups that control their interactions. The interest in multifunctional

materials arises from the desire to enhance material properties and to combine di↵er-

ent properties into one material. Multifunctional materials have been used in organic

electronic Forrest (2004), sensors Medintz et al. (2005), and memory Möller et al.
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Figure 5.1: The power of ligand driven self-assembly is the ability to substitute di↵er-
ent materials into crystal structures. We highlight how materials can be
substituted in the rhombitrihexagonal tiling (3.4.6.4) Archimedean tiling.
The two material combinations are gold square nanoplates combined with
silver hexagonal nanoplates(a), and gold square nanoplates combined with
CdSe hexagonal nanoplates.

(2003) applications. The interaction designs observed for the Archimedean tilings

highlight the importance of controlling the specificity of ligands. If the ligand-ligand

van der Waals interactions drive assembly, the constiuent materials of the nanoplates

plays a secondary role in self-assembly and the designs observed in Chapter 3 take

on a greater meaning. The interactions designs allow for material substitution. If

the e↵ective interaction strength and size ratio between nanoplates is conserved,

CdSe can be substituted for silver nanoplates to form the rhombitrihexagonal(3.4.6.4)

Archimedean tiling. Materials substitution allows for the substitution of semiconduc-

tor nanoplates by noble metal nanoplates or the substituion of metal nanoplates by

polymer nanoplates, which could fundamentally alter how one synthesizes, ponders,

and designs multifunctional nanomaterials.
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Figure 5.2: An example transformation of a dynamic materials using geometric trans-
formations. Silver nanoplates can transform from triangular(a) to hexag-
onal(c) through symmetric truncation. An intermediate porous crystal
structure made from truncated hexagons is observed in this transforma-
tion.(b)

5.2 Dynamic Materials

Dynamic materials are materials whose properties change over time. The prop-

erties change due to a response towards external stimuli. Self-healing materials are

capable to partially or completely heal damage inflicted to the material. Cross-linked

chemical gels can heal autonomously through the addition of arylbenzofuranone cross-

linker. Imato et al. (2012) Self-assembled hydrogen-bonded thermoplastic elastomers

combine toughness with self-healing. Chen et al. (2012b) External stimuli can tog-

gle molecular switches enhanced with nanoparticles between di↵erent material states.

Kay et al. (2007); Klajn et al. (2009a) Functionalized nanoparticles controlled by the

redox potential can acts as a controllable reversible sponge for targeted release of

drugs. Klajn et al. (2009b) UV irradiation Zhang et al. (2009) and thermal processes

Sun et al. (2003) can transform triangular silver nanoplates into di↵erent shapes. The

ability to alter the shape of the nanoparticle insitu is potentially a new paradigm for

dynamic materials. Shape change in nanoparticles is to known to improve the ki-

netics of self-assembly. Nguyen et al. (2011) However, one of the great challenges

of dynamic materials via shape change is how to design the shape transformation.
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The transformations in Chapter 4 provide guidelines for these dynamic materials. An

example transformation for a dynamic material is shown in Figure 5.2. The transfor-

mation alters the building block between a triangle, truncated triangle, and hexagon.

(See Figure 5.2a, 5.2b, 5.2c) The geometric transformation provides a mechanism of

tuning the porosity, which can be applied to nanoswitchesVlassiouk et al. (2006); Xia

et al. (2008) via self-assembly.

5.3 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a part of theoertical computer science which creates systems

that learns from data. Machine learning has been used to resolve problems ranging

from oil spill detection Kubat et al. (1998) to fraud detection Fawcett and Provost

(1997). The representatinon of the data is a key step in any machine learning pro-

cess. The representation of the data is built upon the human intutiton towards the

problem. Goldberg and Holland (1988) The questions answered in this thesis pro-

vide the basis for this intuition. The project on the Archimedean tilings provides

intuition on how to design and alter the chemical specificity of the polymer coatings

of nanomaterials. The project on geometric transformations provides insight on the

e↵ect of di↵erent transformations on self-assembly. The pacman project highlights

how the selection of the correct anisotropy dimensions is critical to the self-assembly

of certain crystal structures. In a word, each project highlights how to define the

training data for a machine learning algorithm.Batista et al. (2004) In Figure 5.3, a

sketch of a machine learning algorithm is explored. The machine learning algorithm

is divided into two parts: the training and learning part. The training part consists

of an explortary part on experiemntally relevant anisotropic dimensions. (See Figure

5.3) A collection of state points exploring each anistropy dimensions is defined. A

self-assembly experiment is performed for each one of these state points. (See Figure

5) A clustering algorithm Fisher (1987), a form of unsupervised machine learning,
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Figure 5.3: A sketch of a machine learning algorithm. The algorithm is divided into
a training and learning part. The training part explores the anisotropy
dimensions and categorizes the data using a machine learning algorithm.
After training, questions can be asked of the data.
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is used to group the salient structural features of the self-assembly experiement. An

example grouping could be the crystallographic point group, but a successful machine

learning algorithm would use a collection of di↵erent metrics. (See Figure 5.3) With

the training data, queries can be performed to guess the self-assembly properties of

di↵erent building blocks. Should the machine learning algorithm suceed, the answer

is returned to the user. Upon failure, information is added to the training data to

improve the self-assembly selection process.
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APPENDIX A

Simulation Parameters for Lock-Key Colloids

The supplementary information is divided into three sections. The first section

describes the simulation parameters and tabulates information on quasi-3D state

points.

Colloidal Molecules Simulation Parameters

Parameters Lock Key Lock-Key

� 0.5 0.5 0.5

↵ 6.0 6.0 6.0

� 0.33� 0.0� 0.165�

✏ 1.0kBT 1.1kBT 1.75kBT

⇣ 250 520 380

Simulation parameters used for our potential are summarized above. (See Table S1)

The definition of these parameters are covered in the main text.
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Crystal structures observed in Quasi-3D Simulations

NL DL Lock-Key Crystal Structure

1 1.3 0.5 Dis

1 1.3 0.3 Dis

1 1.5 0.3 Dis

1 1.5 0.4 PbO

1 1.5 0.5 PbO

1 1.7 0.5 PbO

2 1.3 0.4 L2
HHKD

2 1.3 0.5 L2
HHKD

2 1.5 0.3 Dis

2 1.5 0.4 Dis

2 1.5 0.3 L2
HHKD

2 1.7 0.3 Dis

2 1.7 0.4 Dis

2 1.7 0.5 L2
HHKD

3 1.3 0.1 Dis

3 1.3 0.2 Dis

3 1.3 0.3 Dis

3 1.5 0.1 Dis

3 1.5 0.2 Dis

3 1.5 0.3 Dis

3 1.7 0.1 Dis

3 1.7 0.2 Dis

3 1.7 0.3 Dis

4 1.2 0.4 L4
HKD
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4 1.3 0.0 Dis

4 1.3 0.1 Dis

4 1.3 0.2 Dis

4 1.3 0.3 L4
HKD

4 1.3 0.4 L4
HKS

4 1.5 0.0 Dis

4 1.5 0.1 Dis

4 1.5 0.2 Dis

4 1.7 0.0 Dis

4 1.7 0.1 Dis

4 1.7 0.2 Dis

Geometric parameters for the Quasi-2D simulation are summarized above. (See

Table S2) Simulations were performed for a range of lock number (NL=1-4), overlap

(0.0< � < 0.6), and size ratios (1.2< DL <1.7). The majority of the geometric

state points shown above are disorder (Dis) .A Range of state points. The crystalline

structures PbO, and L2
HHKD are summarized in Figure 3.8

We characterize the key crystal structure of the three main classes of crystal

structures: degenerate, complete, and disordered key structures. We highlight the

key crystal structures of the dimer degenerate crystalline phase (L2
HKD), the degen-

erate Kagome lattice (L2
HKK), the triangular degenerate crystal phase (L3

HKDH), the

elongated triangular (L4
ETKR), and the disordered hexagonal (L1

HKD). (See Figure

A.1) The degenerate crystal structures have keys at the disordered center of colloidal

molecule.(See Figure A.1b,d) For the complete crystal structures, both sublattices are

completely ordered. (See Figure A.1c) Disordered key structures have a key sublattice

that is disordered and a lock sublattice that is ordered.(See Figure A1.a, A1.e) For

more details on these crystal structures and their applications, please look at Figure

2.3 and Figure 2.4 in the main text.
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Figure A.1: The keys of the lock and key colloids are shown above. We show the
keys for the (a) dimer degenerate crystalline phase (L2

HKD), (b) degen-
erate Kagome lattice (L2

HKK), (c) triangular degenerate crystal phase
(L3

HKDH),(d) elongated triangular (L4
ETKR), (e) disordered hexagonal

(L1
HKD). An inset shows the di↵raction pattern of the keys.
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